Simplifying Setup & Improving Sound
for the Portable Church
with an Aviom Digital Snake

•
•

Setup that’s fast and easy

•
•
•

Simple for volunteers to learn and use

•
•

Easy to transport and store

Plug-and-play connectivity without
complex programming

Reliable, high fidelity audio
A system that scales to meet the
needs of the growing church

Seamless integration with Aviom’s
Personal Mixers

Audio requirements for the portable church
Selecting audio equipment and training volunteers and staff how to
use a system can be a challenge for any church. But that’s even more
of a challenge for churches that need to ensure great sound from a
system that they have to set up and tear down with each service.

Aviom for the portable church: a unique solution
Aviom digital snakes are simple and reliable, so you can have
outstanding audio and a seamless worship experience every week.
Whether you pack up your gear and haul it away each week or are
able to store it on site, an Aviom digital snake will simplify setup,
teardown, and use—while also providing outstanding audio quality
and unparalleled flexibility. Aviom solutions are scalable, modular,
and easy to reconfigure, so your system can grow and evolve along
with your ministry.

Simple setup, reconfiguration, and expansion
For the portable church, setting up for each service has to be both fast
and easy. With an Aviom digital snake, you can connect the platform
or stage area to the front of house mix position and be up and running
in a matter of just a few minutes. And integrating other consoles or
locations— monitors, recording, multipurpose rooms, and the like—is
equally straightforward. Even reconfiguring for special events is simple
and intuitive.

Plug-and-play equipment with simple user interfaces
Most churches rely, at least in part, on volunteers to support weekly
services. Aviom systems are powerful yet intuitive, so both novice and
experienced users alike will be able to quickly connect devices and make
adjustments to meet each week’s needs. No computer-based configuration is required at any time.

“I have the opportunity to use our
Aviom gear every day, and I can tell
you that we simply would not be
able to do everything we do without
it. Going from a 1200-seat sanctuary
to basketball courts usually takes
about 15 minutes.”
Bryan Nichols
Technical Director
Christ Chapel at SportsTowne

Reliable sound every time
A-Net®, the technology behind all of Aviom’s products, is designed specifically for delivering high quality audio without
interference, so audio is clear and transparent even when you are in a location where the electrical environment is
unpredictable or unknown.

Aviom as a long-term solution
Many churches are portable only temporarily. An Aviom digital snake will meet the needs of a portable church and can
grow with that church as it establishes itself in a permanent sanctuary. Even as the needs of the church change—adding a monitor or broadcast console, accommodating for overflow in a separate room, setting up for special events in a
gym or multipurpose room—an Aviom system can be scaled seamlessly to meet those changing audio requirements.
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Aviom Digital Snakes
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